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Dear Friends,

Well I think most people like sugar in one form or another and this last Friday I got a nice taste of it.

Last week I was down in Negros in the central Philippines to do some writing, visit some of our sponsored
students and do missionary work.  Om one day traveled by bus to the north-central part of the island to visit
some friends who live and work in the very extensive sugar cane fields where the harvest is now taking
place.  It is a beautiful and peaceful setting with flowing rivers, clear skies and quiet fields.  The soil is rich
and sandy, the climate is hot and humid, perfect for the growth of the tall sugar cane which can reach ten
feet in height after a single season of growth.  You can eat the cane by biting off a piece from the fibrous
white stalks and then chewing it and letting the very fresh and sweet juice fill your mouth with goodness. 
Mmmmmm.

Harvesting the cane is a very hot and difficult work which lasts from sunup to sundown.  Entire families often
engage in the process.  As we walked among the fields we came upon a crew which was loading the truck
with the valuable cane stalks as the sun was setting.  They have to carry the heavy stalks up a very narrow
ladder and it takes them all day just to load one truck.  For all this work, they are paid the great sum of just
$2 a day.  That's no typo.  $2 for an entire day's work.

The hard working family I visited has to feed 6 children with that meager income.  The father had stopped
his work for one day in order to be there for our visit and I could see that the daily round of toil had totally
drained him.  He could do little else but sit there with his shoulders hunched from the back breaking work. 
As I looked upon his tired face and shook the hands that were now like leather from the work, a feeling of
real tenderness, sympathy and admiration welled up within me. Just as the cane filled my mouth with
sweetness so this hard working father filled my spirit with a blessing.

Thank-you Lord that you allowed your life to be crushed so we can feast on the sweet blessings of salvation.
May we never forget You or the workers that enrich our lives.  May You remember us all on that Great
Harvest Day which is soon to come.

Pastor Jim Park, PhD
Philippines




